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Abstract - Data for any purpose whatever be it any academic, business, medical etc. is being stored digitally and increasing 
every day. Database is main source of all information. For accessing information, we have to train for special formal 
language namely SQL. We are unable to access information without experience of this formal language from Database. 
NLIDB is an approach for accessing information stored in database without any knowledge of formal language. Naive user 
can also access the information by using their own known natural language through NLIDB. They have to text or use voice 
to user interface to access data. So, there is a need for manipulating data directly using natural language via text or voice of 
common people instead of doing manually. In this paper we proposed the system that retrieve the information from database 
through intermediate generation of SQL while users will not aware of this process when they try to interact with database for 
retrieving information by using their own natural language. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Data stored in database have been processed by 
different level of users as for example, in the 
following diagram it can be seen that customer and 
employee can use and see information as provided by 
the administrator and restricted to manipulate data in 
DB. 
 

 
Figure 1 

 
Most vital actor in this scenario is administrator 
which has responsibility of all type of insertion, 
deletion, update etc. for DB. Because of experienced 
in structured query language (SQL) admin can 
perform this operation. But unfortunately, if for some 
reason administrator or experienced SQL users not 
present and it is urgent to access or manipulate 
database by the people having no knowledge of SQL 
and they want to access data form database by using 
their own natural language. This type of 
circumstances can be overcome by using the system 
known as NLIDB. Many architecture and system 
have been developed since 1970 and has an important 

role for coming development. Some of them briefly 
describe below- 
LUNAR was the first NLIDB system developed in 
1971 for answering the question of samples of rocks 
brought back from the moon. For chemical analysis 
and it uses two databases with 90% of accuracy. [1-3] 
LADDER was first NLP system used for getting the 
information about the US Navy ship. LADDER used 
the semantic grammar technique for their 
implementation. It provides access to the data 
distributed over a computer network. It uses the Navy 
command and control database as the domain. 
LADDER consists of three components (INLAND, 
IDA, and FAM) that provide levels of buffering of 
the user from the underlying DBMSs. 
CHAT-80: The Database of this system consist of 
fact about 150 countries of the world and small set of 
English vocabulary for querying the database. It was 
implemented in Prolog. This system answers the 
question in English language. It requires 3 serial and 
complementary functions for answering the question. 
First the question sentence is translated in logical 
form then predicates are created by words, nouns and 
adjectives with their associated preposition. 
PLANES was the system to interface the English 
language to database of US Navy aircraft for 
maintenance material, management. This system has 
three separate layers like “English formal language”, 
“World model language”, and “database language” 
for overcome the problem of semantic understanding 
of language. 
The TEAM (Transportable English Access Data 
Manager) was constructed for transportable natural 
language interface. This system was design to provide 
access to database for which they were not 
specifically hand tailored. To provide transportability, 
TEAM separate information about language, about 
the domain, and about the database. This system 
consists three major components: an acquisition 
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component, the DIALOGIC language system and a 
data-access component. DIALOGIC [6] is used to 
make Domain – Independent which coordinates 
syntactic, semantic, and basic pragmatic rules in 
translating and English query into logical form. 
PRECISE is a system developed at the University of 
Washington in 2004. It was developed in relational 
database and examined in two database domain, one 
is ATIS domain and another is GEOQUERY domain. 
ATIS (air travel information system) is used for 
spoken question about air travel, their written form 
and their correct conversion in SQL query language 
whereas GEOQUERY domain contains information 
about U.S Geography [4]. For executing English to 
SQL query and vice versa they used the keyword 
matching and syntactically tractable technique. 
DHIRD [9] In this literature author proposed domain 
independent Hindi Language Interface to database. 
They have used graphical user interface to database 
by which user can input their query in Hindi language 
directly to the system. For processing the input query, 
they have used query analyzer, POS tagger, 
morphological analyzer and semantic analyzer. 
One most important technique introduce in their 
system is that this system separates the domain-
oriented knowledge from linguistic data which reduce 
the effort of database administrator for customization 
of system to a different domain. 
They have done this by taking different database 
having tables/relations uncommon i.e no two domain 
have same relation name. 
Impact of intellisense on the accuracy of Natural 
Language Interface to DB have been proposed the 
design of GUI, implementation of intellisense and 
error handling module for natural language interface 
to database to achieve 100% accuracy [7]. They have 
tried to overcome the main reasons for which NLIDB 
could not be used commercially till date. The reasons 
behind that the accuracy achieved is 96% and not all 
the concept of SQL is mapped to them. Even a 4% 
error can cause massive damage to a business. The 
architecture of this system is similar to the 
architecture of DBIQS. The enhancement that is 
made in the system is helping users to frame correct 
and complete query and also detect error if user’s 
query is incomplete or contains irrelevant 
information. 
Database Intelligent querying system (DBIQS) [8] 
which portrays completely automatic, simple, fast and 
reliable way to query a database. It divides process of 
NLIDB in three steps: 
In first or preliminary stage it takes the lexicon and 
relationship information as input to create the 
semantic map(s-map). 
In second stage, Meaning Representation (MR) has 
been formed by using tokenization of supplied 
Natural Language Query. MR generator takes the set 
of tokens and their attachment relationship 
information as input to generate the MR map. 

In third and final stage, it produces the SQL query 
and represents the information extracted after firing it 
in the form of tables, graphs and pie charts. 
IQC (Intelligent Query converter), a domain 
independent natural language interface has been 
developed using semantic matching technique. 
Semantic sets used for semantic matching is 
automatic generated by using WordNet[11]. 
The IQC involves two modules: a) Pre-processor b) 
run time processor 
Pre-Processor: Using this module, the domain 
dictionary is automatically generated by reading the 
schema of the database. It uses Word Net to create 
semantic sets for each table and attribute name. The 
token describes the table and fields are organized into 
a metadata set. Pre-processor also creates index files 
for values of attributes of tables stored in DB. Input 
user query are matched with the value stored in these 
index file and corresponding table and field names 
associated with token is generated. 
This system makes the system independent because 
of, for each database schema it runs only once. It 
stores the primary keys and referential keys of the 
database. It generates production rules for joining of 
tables which can be edited by the system 
administrator. 
Run Time Processor: This module converts the input 
query into SQL query by using (processing) 
expression mapping, stop words removal and 
semantic matching techniques. It uses predefined 
training structures like expression mapping set, 
display-part keyword set and conjunction set. 
Expression mapping set contains the list of 
commonly used conditional clauses and their 
associated mathematical symbols. 
Display-part keyword set is a set of keywords like 
get, get me, show, list, show me etc. 
IQC classify the NL query into three parts for 
generating NL to SQL: 
Query that contains conjunctive clauses,  Query that 
do no contains conjunctive clause but contains value, 
Queries that do not contain conjunctive clauses and 
does not contain value keywords. 
A Novel Approach Towards building a Portable 
NLIDB System Using the Computational Paninian 
Grammar Framework [12] has an approach based on 
CPG framework in which one can accurately identify 
the relevant domain elements from the sentence 
structure and their semantic with respect to each other 
from a given NL query. 
In this framework the relation between a verbal node 
and its argument (noun) node(s) are called Karaka 
relation. There are only six different karaka relations 
between verbs and their nominals that participate in 
the action specified by the verb. 
Author also distinguishes the karaka relation from 
subject object type of relation and agent –patient type 
of (theta) relation and overcome the exist problem. 
For the syntactic parsing of English language author 
first use the Stanford Typed Dependency Parser then 
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convert to CPG Karaka relation. CPG dependency 
parser directly available for several languages (other 
than English). 
Natural Language Interface to Database by Mahesh P. 
Gaikward [13] has the architecture and derived the 
algorithm separately for tokenizer, matcher and SQL 
Translation. After tokenization they matched the 
tokenized token to lexicon for exact synonym of 
database data. They get the table name, column name 
and value after the token with lexicon token and keep 
the separated value in the value set. 
For SQL translation, they have used predefined SQL 
Query format and place column name and table name 
at proper position in SQL query. After satisfying with 
SQL pattern they generate the SQL query. 
They have used predefined SQL format so for joining 
table, more than one table and column at different 
position participate for formation of query. So which 
table or column will have mapped to which position 
is not cleared. 
 
II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 
 
This requires mainly two phases and which have 
divided further internally into different stages. The 
first phase would take user input and convert it into 
requires DB token. For completing first phase user 
input possess different stages. Firstly, input query has 
been parsed and checked for syntax of input query. 
Special character and extra spaces have to be remove. 
After that input query split into tokens. If token 
contains syntactic marker then it will be removed. 
After that each token is stored in an array. Stored 
token has to be compare with lexicon for getting 
require DB token like select, column name, table 
name etc. 
 

 
Figure 3: Necessary Token to Required SQL Token 

As we know SQL has fixed pattern i.e. select 
followed by column names followed by Tables names 
followed by Where clause followed by aggregation 
between column name and value. Therefore, we have 
stored different required SQL token such as column 
name, table name etc, in different array with respect 
to their sequence in which they occur. 
 
1) Formation of SQL query: 
This phase starts with command type token like 
select, insert etc. After that it would searched for 
column names. All the column name will be 
concatenated which have already stored in an array in 
phase one. After completion of each stage in phase 
two it will be stored and be ready for concatenate 
with next stage token. Query involving the joining of 
table is more complicated than for a single table. In 
the next stage of this phase we gathered the table 
names. Obviously if more than one table have been 
found then it would require joining of tables. 
2) classification of required SQL query: 
For joining of tables, we have classified the require 
SQL query in different class such as “select column 
names “will stored in a class separately. Then query 
part “from table1 join type table2” has been stored in 
another class. In this way we have classified require 
SQL query into its sub query in different class. 

 
Figure 4: Formation of SQL from NL 

3) Formation of class for sub query: 
Column names can be easily gathered from phase one 
as it has already stored in an array column and this 
would be concatenated with command type like select 
and will be stored in a class. 
Next, we have considered for joining of table. In 
phase 1 if more than one tables have been found we 
will perform joining. Primary key and foreign key 
can be easily found by searching in lexicon with 
respect to table name. Therefore, next class will be 
formed like this and stored as require sub query. 
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4) Joining of table: 
We have predefined pattern for creating class i.e. 
joining may be of inner join, right join, left join. So, 
for each type of joining we have predefined pattern. 
Which type of joining has to be select, is a question. 
This has been decided by using the column name 
which have to be list for final output of given user 
query. For example, if query involve joining then the 
tables name and their respective column name will be 
stored. If stored column names are from both table 
then inner join, if column name from one table then 
left or right outer join have to be applied. Priority of 
table name has to be set according to their 
occurrence. So, if column name occurs from first 
table then left outer join otherwise right outer join 
will be applied. 
 
III. RESULT 
 
Proposed system has been developed in Java and 
MySQL database. It takes input through users and 
respond directly users. System have been fired for 
more than 50 queries which outputs as same as 
required. Some of outputs have been shown below in 
following, snapshots. 

 
Figure 5 

 
Figure 6 

LIMITATION 
 
Systems have been proposed for database having only 
two tables and different query on them. System does 
not response the user’s query which involve nested 
SQL query. System can only response DML category 
SQL commands for retrieving data from database. 
User will have received pop up message accordingly 
for query outside of system boundary. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The proposed system is used for getting response 
directly without having the knowledge of SQL. Users 
have only required the knowledge of data which he 
have to fire as input. System uses both syntactic and 
pattern matching for generation of SQL query. 
Syntactic analysis helps to identify the actual token 
meaning and by comparing with lexicon, we stored 
require tokens in separate class. After that as we 
know SQL has fixed pattern, so we have divided the 
SQL query in different classes and matched with user 
token to complete each class to create sub query and 
concatenate with each other to form complete query. 
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